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9:10am Registration
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9:30am Welcome
Prof Neal Enright, Dean of Graduate Studies, 
Murdoch University

ECL Lecture 
Theatre 2

9:40am

The Monster Party: Naming and Taming your Inner Thesis Monsters  
When we sit down to write, or sometime s even before we sit down, a wild assortment of inner 
Thesis Monsters – variously threatening, cajoling, silencing, and distracting  – can loom up and 
interrupt the research writing  process.  Naming these thought patterns helps us find  ways to 
keep drafti

n
g,  thinking, researching and creating  happily. This presentation  offers a Bestiar y of 

Thesis Monsters, and encourages you to begin to name and manage your own inner critics  and 
distractors.

Dr Cecily Scutt,

 

Hon R esearch Associate, Centre 
for University Teaching and Learning, Murdoch 
University

ECL Lecture 
Theatre 2

11:00am

Parallel Sessions:
1. Publishing Journal Artic

l

es  in the Huma ni ties

 

and  2. Publishing Journal Articl es  in the 
Sciences 
Work that is unpublished is work that is essential ly undone, but publication  in peer-reviewed 
journals is a far cry from starting  a blog. Ingrid and Mike will cover topics such as choosing a 
journal, types of submissions, the reviewing system, criteria for acceptance, and dealing with 
reviewers’ reports (including rejectio

n

) . 

1. A/Prof Ingrid Richardson
1. ECL Lecture 
Theatre 2

2. A/Prof Mike Calver
2. ECL Lecture 
Theatre 4

12:00pm Lunch Bush Court BBQ

1:00pm

Start Writing , Keep Writing :  Dr aftin g T echniques         
This ‘hands-on’ session draws on the research on writer’s block to offer an array of techniques 
to get moving on your writin

g
 pr oj ect.   It is a chanc e to active l y e xperiment with some new 

drafti
n

g t ools and strategies.  We will explore free-writin
g

,  free- f alling, brainstorming, 
changing genres and other option s  t o get the actual ideas down firs t.  Come prepared to write 
during this session.

Dr Cecily Scutt ECL Lecture 
Theatre 2

2:20pm

Achieving Success in Writing  Jour nal  P apers 
If you would like to learn some tips on how to write a journal paper that will maximise your 
chances of having it accepted for publication ,  c ome and join this interactive  wo r k shop. You 
will have the opportunity to work out the main content of a journal paper based on your 
current research; especially developing an engaging titl e,  cl ear  ai ms  and me ssage t argeted to 
your audience. The writin

g
 tip s are also relevant for thesis preparation  t oo.

A/Prof Angus Morrison-Saunders
ECL Lecture 
Theatre 2

3:30pm Wrap Up and Evaluation s  and Pr i z e Draw
ECL Lecture 
Theatre 2



Main points of focus…

• considering the foundational 

objectives for EIA

• re-visioning EIA (challenging the 

status quo)

• demonstrating benefits of EIA



Context for this presentation…

EIA process in WA is my example 

– (home advantage?)

but hopefully the main points are  

relevant to all EIA practitioners

– (so please extrapolate the ideas to your 

own EIA circumstances)



EIA in WA – EPAct 1986

• establishes Environmental 

Protection Authority (EPA)

• EIA is a key function of EPA

• legal aspects of EIA in Act

• process details in 2012 EIA 

Administrative Procedures



Long title of the EPAct 1986

…for the prevention, control and abatement 

of pollution and environmental harm, for the 

conservation, preservation, protection,  

enhancement and management of the 

environment … 



A thought experiment…

Long title of the EPAct 1986

…for the prevention, control and abatement 

of pollution and environmental harm, for the 

conservation, preservation, protection,  

enhancement and management of the 

environment … 

You have been asked to design an 

EIA process to deliver this goal 

(starting with a blank slate).

What would you propose?



What is the best way to do EIA?

Before attempting to answer this 

question, let's consider current 

practice… 

[WA specifics follow, but ultimately 

similar to nature of EIA worldwide]



44. Report by Authority

(1) If the Authority assesses a proposal, it is 

to prepare a report on the outcome of its 

assessment of the proposal and give 

that report (the "assessment report")

to the Minister.

(2) The assessment report must set out –

(a)what the Authority considers to be 

the key environmental factors

identified in the course of the 

assessment; ...
(EPAct s44)

EIA in WA – Key environmental factors



EIA in WA – Environmental factors and 

objectives (i)

Environmental Factor = part of the 

environment that may be impacted 

by an aspect of the proposal

• 15 environmental factors (five 

themes)

• 2 integrating factors

EPA (June 2013): Environmental Assessment Guideline for 

Environmental Factors and Objectives, EAG8, EPA (p5)

Note: environmental factors are 

mainly biophysical only



EPA (June 2013): Environmental Assessment Guideline for 

Environmental Factors and Objectives, EAG8, EPA (pp3-4)

EIA in WA –

Environmental 

factors and 

objectives (ii)



Mitigation in an environmental context, means a sequence of proposed 

actions designed to help manage adverse environmental impacts, and 

which includes (in order of preference) –

1. avoidance – avoiding the adverse environmental impact altogether;

2. minimisation – limiting the degree or magnitude of the adverse 

impact;

3. rectification – repairing, rehabilitating or restoring the impacted site as 

soon as possible;

4. reduction – gradually eliminating the adverse impact over time by 

preservation and maintenance operations during the life of the action; and

Environmental offset means an action or actions undertaken to 

counterbalance adverse environmental impacts from implementation of a 

proposal. The action(s) are taken after all reasonable mitigation measures 

have been applied and a significant environmental risk or impact remains.

EIA Admin Proc 2012, s2

EIA in WA – the mitigation hierarchy



EIA in WA – Environmental factors and 

objectives (iii)

EPA objectives for environmental 

factors … means the 

desired goal for each environmental 

factor, which, if met, will indicate that the 

proposal is environmentally acceptable. 

EIA Admin Proc 2012, s2



So how does EIA look with this 

approach?

• EIA documents divided into topics 

for each env. factor

• Studies/discussion of individual 

impacts on each factor –

mitigation to minimise impacts

[i.e. pretty typical EIA approach seen 

worldwide – reductionist, over time 

increasing types of impacts considered]



EIA 

documents in 

WA have got 

bigger over 

time



EIA 

documents in 

WA have got 

bigger over 

time

Imagine how big they 

would be if health & socio-

economic impacts were 

also included…



EIA in WA – It is one of the best!

I am on the public record stating that the 

EIA system in WA is the best of its kind 

that I have seen. 

A Rolls Royce…



But is best current EIA practice 

enough?

State of the Environment Reporting indicates 

deteriorating environmental and social 

quality and wellbeing

• trends are "towards deeper unsustainability"

(Gibson 2013, p3)

Gibson, R (2013), Why sustainability assessment? In: A.  Bond, A. Morrison-

Saunders and R. Howitt, eds. Sustainability assessment: pluralism, practice and 

progress. Routlege, London, Chapter 1, pp3-17



http://www.soe.wa.gov.au/report/overview.html

SOER WA – Overview…



SOER no longer happens in WA –

but EPA recently began reporting on 

key issues in annual reports



A Rolls Royce might be a great car, but 

perhaps something else is needed…?



but perhaps something else is needed…?



Should we change the EIA 

legislation? 



Changing legislation is difficult 

(and dangerous)

Could we improve our 

approach to EIA in WA 

without changing 

legislation? 



Another thought experiment…

Could 'env. factor' be 

defined differently by 

the EPA (i.e. to 

achieve better EIA)?

[ suggestions…?]



Reinventing EIA – what might we do?
e.g. Best practice EIA might be:
• holistic/sustainability oriented

• consider whole region/ecosystem 

(e.g. cumulative effects)

• systems based

• understand socio-ecological linkages, directions 

of change and how EIA could enhance socio-

ecological system

• strategic in nature

• high level/proactive and focus on what matters 

most (divert resources to these) 

+ usual best practice principles such as credible, 

rigorous, transparent, participative, adaptive etc.



Consideration of cumulative 

effects is starting to happen



Systems thinking in impact assessment 

is starting to happen…

[session on systems 

and IA are planned for 

IAIA16]



EIA in WA – more strategic assessments?

[EPA 2015, p4]



Meanwhile, are we under attack?



and internationally too…?

USA

  

 

 

 

 

 



Why do EIA?

Is it because:

• EIA is a legal requirement(?)



Why do EIA?

Is it because:

• EIA is a legal requirement(?)

• EIA enables sustainable 

development(?)

– i.e. benefits of EIA > costs of doing EIA

X



Can we demonstrate the benefits of 

EIA?
e.g. with the 'managing adverse impacts' 

approach that we use now?



Can we demonstrate the benefits of 

EIA?

How about an EIA approach that was:

• holistic/sustainability oriented?

• systems based? 

• strategic in nature?

e.g. with the 'managing adverse impacts' 

approach that we use now?



Thank you!

I invite questions and open 

discussion …

a.morrison-saunders@murdoch.edu.edu

What might we do to challenge the 

status quo of EIA practice?


